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PREFACE
The SUBTOURS interactive computer model was constructed
in the APL computer language (Ref. 3) on the IBM 360 computer
of the Naval Postgraduate School. This work was part of the
Research in Officer Manpower and Personnel Planning sponsored
by the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Man-
power and Reserve Affairs) and the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Manpower, Personnel and Training, OP-01) . For
that reason the model is now also available on the APL * PLUS
system of the Scientific Time Sharing Corporation and is
accessible by the manpower managers of OP-01.
A potential user of the model could quickly familiarize
himself with the model by reading Sections III. B. 2. a and b.
Sections IV.B.l and 2, and accompanying Appendices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Manpower resources are gaining ever increasing atten-
tion in the environment of the all volunteer armed forces.
The acquisition of talented and qualified individuals is as
much or more of a challenge to the Navy than procuring its
hardware. In light of this challenge it is more than ever
before expedient to plan the distribution of this resource
in an increasingly intelligent manner (Ref. 2:269).
To properly plan for effective manpower distribution in
an environment as dynamic as the defense community requires
the collection, organization, and analysis of a diverse and
voluminous amount of information in a short period of time.
When policies change with regards to manpower, because of
changing attitudes within and without the military, the man-
power manager must be able to adapt his plans to the change,
since decisions made in the present will no doubt have an
impact on the career patterns of officers in the future.
Thus, any means whereby the receiving and processing of this
information can be automated will greatly assist the manager
in sorting and analyzing alternatives to distribution and
may very well end in some cost savings as a result of effec-
tive planning.
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce an interactive
computer model that was designed to assist the manpower man-
ager in the planning of personnel distribution and develop-
ment of an effective professional development path. The model
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was designed for use with the submarine officer corps, both
nuclear and strategic weapons systems (SWS) officers, and was
tested with realistic data from the submarine community.
(Refs. 6 through 12 and 16) The unclassified information was
analyzed using various alternatives to the present manpower
allocation to sea duty for both the nuclear trained and
strategic weapons systems officer. No classified information
was consulted so that the model would receive wider exposure
and could be more readily accessed.
The model uses four inputs to determine the opportunities
for an officer to obtain a seatour position or the shortfall
of seatour positions to be fully manned. The first two inputs,.
the number of ships in the future that must be manned and the
number of billets per ship for each tour position, determine
the requirements that must be met for positions at sea. Tour
positions (the years of service necessary to be eligible to
fill a billet and length of the tour in that billet) and the
stock of officers in the future by year group and rank are
the remaining two inputs. These two sets of information,
when combined, result in the number of officers available to
fill the required billets. For each tour position, over
future years, requirements are compared to availabilities
which yield the ratio of seatour opportunities.
The significance of the model lies in its ability to
change input information (temporarily or permanently) . This
permits the user to analyze various alternative allocation
policies. For example, he/she may wish to see the effect

that lengthening the division officer's tour has on meeting
the present requirements. Also, he/she may wish to investi-
gate the implications on officer supply if more ships of a
certain type will be authorized for delivery sooner than
presently planned. With the ability to experiment on a
computer model the analyst can instantly detect trends which
may require changes to the present allocation policy.
The exact numerical value of seatour opportunities is
significant only when compared with the protracted results
of other fiscal years or in relationship to other tours. The
ratio is a way of visualizing the result of manpower to hard-
ware resource allocation and the degree to which manipulations
to the present policy plans can effect that result. This type
of analysis is possible with an interactive computer routine
which provides the user with an instant display of results
so that a common line of analysis can be pursued without
interruptions to his/her line of thought between iterations.
Though designed with the Submarine Officer Corps in mind,
this model is equally adaptable to other naval communities
and is in fact being developed for both surface and aviation
forces by other researchers (Ref . 4 and 5) . The submarine
community offered a logical development path with which to
test the first realistic data. The professional development
of both nuclear and SWS officers is limited in variety because
of the size and make up of the community and as such was
easily adapted to a theoretical model. However, no naval
warfare specialty has a completely uniformed career path.
10

The implications of this fact and ways to solve the obvious
deviations from a uniformed career path are addressed in the
section on extensions to the model in this thesis.
A typical computer terminal session is presented in Ap-
pendix D to illustrate a sample of the type of analytical
gaming that can be performed with the model, and the results
are analyzed in Section IV. B. for explanation of what was
performed.
The intent in development of this model was to provide
another tool to assist the manpower manager in planning for
inevitable policy changes that will impact on the distribution
of manpower within the submarine force and the Navy as a whole
So armed, the manpower manager can anticipate how require-
ments will be met rather than react to the effects of change
in policy as they are realized in the actual forces.
11

II. THE SUBMARINE OFFICER'S PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PATH
In the submarine warfare community, as in any naval war-
fare community, the professional development of its officer
corps is essential to maintaining a force of officers tech-
nically knowledgeable and professionally competent to operate
and maintain the ships of the fleet in an efficient and effec-
tive manner. That professional development must proceed in
an orderly fashion to be effective is clearly stated on a
personal level in the Unrestricted Line Officer Career Guide-
book (Ref . 13:45) .
"The fundamental goal of the nuclear trained
submarine officer is to develope the profes-
sional skills and operational background to
command a nuclear submarine. The achievement
of this goal is accomplished through a definite
series of professional qualifications, advanced
training and operational sea experience."
The determination of a career development path that will
fulfill the requirements of developing competent officers is
an extensive problem, but it is one that must be dealt with
in an aggressive and increasingly efficient manner as the
requirements placed on the expertise of the submarine officer
community grow.
The challenge to the manpower/personnel manager is two-
fold. On the one hand each individual officer must be chan-
nelled to an assignment that will best utilize his time invest-
ment to gain experience and practical or formal training. In
this way the potential for achievement can be realized on an
12

individual basis, and on a larger scale the stock of officers
that are adequately trained will meet the requirements for
positions. On the other hand, the manager must plan assign-
ments to meet the immediate needs of positions at sea and
ashore that must be manned with available manpower, and he/
she must anticipate the future requirements that must be met
with accessions as requirements for positions change with
changing hardware.
In meeting this challenge the manpower manager must use
all the tools available to him/her to analyze the effects
of various decisions, in order to plan more effectively and
establish the correct priorities that efficiently man sea
and shore positions.
The professional development path is necessary to bring
structure to the problem of assignment of personnel. Though
it may not be rigid in its requirements for every step, it
will aid in focusing the solution to assignments on a macro-
scopic level.
The present career paths of both nuclear an(5 SWS officers
are contained in Appendices B and C and are extracted from
the Unrestricted Line Officer Career Guidebook (Ref . 13)
.
Each career path has many parameters affecting it. The ex-
plicit parameters are the placement, length, and number of
tours. Some constraints not explicitly obvious are require-
ments for formal training, rank specifications that are
implied or documented, dependency between tours, and the
necessity for a certain order in which the tours appear.
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Some of the requirements are peculiar to the submarine com-
munity such as the type and length of initial formal training.
However, many of the constraints are shared by the other
naval warfare communities. This thesis explores the particu-
lar constraints on the submarine officer corps, but many of
the general ideas of the career development path are being
carried on in further studies such as Ref, 4, and others
cited there.
When the constraints on the professional development path
are recognized the next step is to search for those parameters
that are amenable to adjustment, and to analyze the effects
of such adjustments on meeting the requirements of the indiv-
idual officer's career and the manning needs of the Navy
as outlined above. To solve the distribution and assignment
problem the manpower manager must use the structure of the
professional development path as a model of personnel flows
within his system, which is to say his warfare specialty.
Caution must be taken when manipulating the parameters of
this model. Some of the parameters are interrelated in posi-
tion or time. For example, lowering the number of positions
in the department head tour may necessitate the transfer of
some of these positions to the division officer level. This
is a position dependent parameter. If a change in accessions
is planned in the near future, as another example, it must be
realized that the effects of this decision are felt much later
in the senior ranks due to the closed nature of the Navy
personnel system. This is a time dependent parameter.
14

In the submarine force in particular, the supply of offi-
cers is delayed from operational assignments for six months to
a year and a half by required formal training. This factor
limits the flexibility with which early tour positions can
be moved around. Once on board the officers are assigned to
various positions that could lead to increased flexibility of
assignment. This is because the billet structure is not as
rigid as in later tours. Both number of billets and tour
length can be changed to make more or fewer positions required
to be filled by the available officers.
It is incorrect to think that an individual officer must
or will follow a standard path through its entirety. Condi-
tions and requirements change over time. On a larger scale,
though, the management of a system of manpower must be planned
to ensure that requirements are being met, and if they are
not being met to investigate why not. As the stock of offi-
cers available increases it is evident that the flexibility
with which the manpower manager can manipulate a career path
also increases. However, proper management of the parameters
becomes especially critical in an era of declining input.
For this reason this thesis is written with the purpose
of presenting some tools that the manpower manager can use
in effective planning by analyzing various potential deci-
sions, such as increased hardware appropriations or require-
ments for a new position aboard a new class of ship, for
their effects on the professional development path. The
means of analysis and some examples of analysis on hypo-
thetical decisions are discussed in Section IV.
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III. THE SUBTOURS MODEL
A. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
A mathematical model gives structure to a set of data that
arise from a problem when that problem is translated into
mathematical form. The model can then be used to assist in
solving that problem. The SUBTOURS model is designed to struc-
ture the parameters that affect manpower assignment in the
submarine officer corps. It matches officer requirements for
positions at sea with supply of manpower, and it determines
the ratio of demand vs. supply from which we can determine
the specific parameters that cause a tour position to be
under- or overmanned. The model analyzes positions on board
ship over time from a start year in annual intervals for as
many years as the data permits.
To determine officer requirements the number of ships per
ship type per year is multiplied by the number of positions
per ship type per tour. More specifically let
p, = number of ships of type k in year y.
Then P is a matrix of all Pt^^ ' s and has dimension K x Y, where
K is the number of ship types and Y is the total number of
years for which we are analyzing. Further let
b, . = number of billets for ship type k in tour j.
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Then B is the matrix of all b, . ' s and has dimension K x J,
where J is the total number of tour positions and K is as
described above.
Requirements are determined by the matrix product:
R = B' X P
where an element of the matrix R, r. is the requirement for
officers in tour j during year y and B' is the transpose of B
Each tour requirement is the demand for a certain number of
officers with a particular rank and years of service.
The officer supply is the number of officers available
during a given year with the necessary years of service to
fill a particular billet (seatour) type. These stocks are
made available from another activity's model named POPI
(Ref. 13) which predicts future officer supplies from histori-
cal data, continuation rates, and other pertinent information
related to personnel movement in the Navy officer manpower
system. For a given fiscal year the stocks of officers for
each rank (Ensign through Captain) is given by POPI according
to years of service. This information is restructured in the
model to obtain a matrix of stocks by seatours and years.
Here S (y) is the stock of officers of grade g with n years
of service in fiscal year y. Let
S(y) = the matrix of s (y) 's with dimension N x G,
ng -'




since it is desirable to have only those officers with a
particular seniority in service fill a given billet at sea, a
matrix is formed of the percentage of time that a tour posi-
tion is found in a particular year of service. Let
t . = the fraction of time spent in tour position j
by an officer with n years of service. Then T, the matrix
of t .'s has dimensions N x J. For example, if tour position




If tour position 3 begins half way through the tenth year of
service, then t,^
^
= 0.5. If personnel with ten years of





S (y) = T'S(y) and T' is T transpose.
* *
The elements of S (y) are s . (y) and are equal to the number
of officers of grade g available to serve in tour j' during
year y. Let
m. = the minimum grade required for tour j (e.g.,
m^=4 means that the minimum grade in tour 3 is grade 4 or
LCDR) . Then
G
s.**(y) = 2_^ ^*jg^y^
g=m.
3
= number of officers available for tour j in year y




Finally, to compute the ratio of supply and demand each
element or R is divided by corresponding element of S**. Since
R and S** are both dimensioned J x Y the result is a matrix
D of dimension J x Y where each element is the ratio of demand
vs. supply. Then d- is the ratio of demand and supply for
tour j in year y. Each element of D that is less than one
indicates that supply exceeds demand, and its value is the
chance an officer with the required years of service and grade
has of obtaining a specific seatour billet in a certain year.
Each element greater than one indicates that a billet may go
unfilled or that adjustments must be made to fill it. Of
course, an element of D equal to one means that supply matches
demand exactly.
B. COMPUTER PROGRAM
1. Flow Diagram and Data Manipulation
The challenge of a computer programmed model is in
simplicity of design to limit the complications of operation
to the end-user and still retain the rigor of the mathematical
model so that the results will be meaningful and as accurate
as the assumptions allow. Accuracy of computation is assured
with seventeen significant figures in modern computer equip-
ment, but the manipulation and organization of data is left
to the designer. A properly organized program allows access
to any part of the data involved in computation, but does
not allow false data to undermine correct operation of the
program, and it alerts the user to any inconsistencies in the
input. While it has been attempted in this model to exhaust
19

all possibilities of input error that would lead to inaccurate
results, it is entirely possible that there still remains some
combination of input that would cause the program to default.
The SUBTOURS program is designed for interactive use
by employing the APL programming language (Ref. 3). Its main
function is to calculate seatour opportunities (the ratio of
requirements to inventories) from the data discussed in the
mathematical formulation. However, its real usefulness comes
from manipulation of the data used in the calculation of the
ratio. As such, access to the displays and changes to any or
all of this data are offered from any point in the program.
The display feature is for instant updating on the status of
information. Alterations can then be made in order to observe
effects on the manpower requirements. However, either of
these functions can take place first, and neither one need be
utilized before the calculation.
Appendix A shows the flow diagram of the program.
Though it may look unnecessarily crowded with flow paths, its
function can be divided into the three parts of the program;
display, change data, calculate. At each termination of data
manipulation a decision is presented so that access to any
other part of the program can be accomplished.
It is necessary in some alterations, such as adding
tour positions, to lead the user directly to another change
so it will not be forgotten. After all management of data is
complete the program again resumes its capability of branch-
ing to any other function.
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Finally, to preserve the global variables in which
all the data are stored a provision is installed to allow the
user to make the changes permanent or calculate the ratio
from his/her temporary trial data. This provision is only
offered after a change since it would be unnecessary if the
program was used solely for calculation. The only change
that is always permanent is a change in the supply matrix
since it is stored in a global variable and not manipulated
in the change program. One reason for this is that supply
data are based on another predictive model (Ref. 14) and
should be changed only on consultation with that model.
2 . Program Construction
The SUBTOURS program is written in the APL language
and was designed to allow the end user all options possible
in analysis of career path data of his/her selection. At
the same time the program checks input data and shapes it as
necessary for logical inclusion into the calculations of sea-
tour opportunities.
To achieve versatility the program uses several deci-
sion points allov/ing branching throughout the program to any
of three major applications and several routines within those
applications as the user desires. After completion of any
task the program allows the user to again branch to any of
the available functions including the same step just accom-
plished. The decision point approach rather than a step-by-
step progression promotes time and space savings and helps
the analyst keep his/her train of thought.
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As changes are made in the data each piece of infor-
mation is checked for compatability with the rest of the data.
When scalar values are expected and a vector is entered the
program automatically picks the first element, then checks to
see if it is logical. Vector inputs are checked for proper
length and logical values. Literal text is accepted only if
it answers a question exactly.
The APL language allows active interaction with the
user and versatility with banks of data such as vectors and
matrices. The interactive feature gives instant display of
output for a continuous flow of information between user and
computer
.
a. Functions and subfunctions
The main function or SUBTOURS function is involved
in the general management of input data, calculations, and
output format along with maintenance of each subprogram. The
function loads in four sets of data that are more fully ex-
plained in Section II B2.b. Since the data are manipulated by
matrix calculations data is checked to make sure rows and
columns are compatible with each other and that there is
enough information in each for complete analysis.
The function is started by specifying the calendar
year in which the stored data begins and the number of years
from the start year with which the user intends the model to
deal. As an example, if the data stored cover fiscal years
1980-1986 and the user desires three years of seatour oppor-




The entry on the left cannot exceed the total years of data
stored in the ship projection or supply projection matrices.
After the program prints a set of instructions (upon request)
it prompts the user to select one of three applications of the
program. The analyst responds by entering DISPLAY, CHANGE, or
SEATOUR which will direct the program to the specified sub-
function as shown in figure 1. A typical sequence of opera-
tions might be as follows:
1. Choose display of data to be analyzed for refer-
ence to the original data.
2. Request the change applicable to the data dis-
played and alter the data according to new
constraints.
3. Return to display to check that change desired
has been entered.
4. Select calculation function to display results
of analysis.
The first subprogram is the DISPLAY function de-
signed to retrieve and format data used in the calculations of
seatour opportunities. It employs the library function FOR-
MAT to shape output into an understandable form. Four sets
of data may be displayed.
The first display is the number of ships projected
for the future that will require manning. The ships are sep-
arated into ship types and ship types are named for easy
23

identification and numbered for facility of entry into other
parts of the program.
Secondly, the tour positions are presented with
start time and length. The start of a tour is the number of
years of service an officer must have before he can fill the
specified tour position. As an example, in Appendix B the
department head tour starts at the completion of seven years
of service. The tour length is three years. According to
the model only officers with seven to ten years of service
can fill a department head billet. Thus tour start for tour
number two is seven, tour length is three.
It is also possible to display the billets neces-
sary to man each ship type. The billets are presented corres-
ponding to aship type and a tour position. (e.g., Ship type
A may have three billet requirements for toiir position 3) .
A breakdown by ship type was chosen since that is the one
area where billets most likely will differ. Two or more ship
types may have the same number of billets in one tour position
but may differ in another. For tour positions that do not
apply to a certain ship type that ship type's billets will
equal zero and will not affect calculations.
The fourth presentation is the matrix of officer
stocks or supply that is projected for the future. Although
the matrix is stored according to rank, as explained in Sec-
tion II.B.2.b., the values are displayed, for the sake of
brevity in total over all ranks, ensign through captain. The




The second choice offered in SUBTOURS is the
alteration of data by selecting CHANGE. The ALTER subfunction
controls subordinate functions that rearrange data presented
in the display function. Changes can be made to the ship
projection, tour positions, and billet structure.
Simplest of the changes is a correction to ship
projections in the SHPCHG function. Upon selection of the
ship type new values for the number of ships projected in
the future is inserted by row in the matrix of ships. When
requested, the user must enter a value for all years presented
even if some of the values remain the same.
Tour positions can be changed, new tours added
and old tours deleted. If a tour position's values are
changed the new values are -inserted in the matrix in place
of the original start and length. Since tours cannot overlap
(because personnel cannot be in two places at once) , if an
erroneous value is entered, the program will automatically
push later tours forward to accommodate the change, or update
the new values to later start times if they overlap with an
earlier tour. The user is warned of this condition and can
correct it immediately by requesting TOURCHG for the faulty
tour values. Tour positions cannot be assigned to cover a
length of service for which there is no supply data. In this
case the last tour of tours that exceed the maximum Y.O.S.
represented by the data are truncated from the tour position
matrix and billets are removed for the dropped tour. Again
a warning is given to the user, and he has the option of
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correcting the values in the new matrix and adding the trun-
cated tour back into the matrix through the TOURADD function.
If additional tours are desired the TOURADD func-
tion makes space for them in the tour position and billet
structure matrices. After expanding the tour position matrix
the function immediately sends the user to the change tour
function to insert the values for the new tours . The same
precautions apply in changing tours as noted above. After
entering new tour start and length times the function auto-
matically sends the user into the billet change function to
add billets for the new tours. If a new tour is truncated
because it exceeds the maximum years of service of officer
supply data, billets for new tours not truncated must still
be enter'ed. If more than one new tour is desired between
two existing tours, all that is required of the user is to
repeat the tour number in entry for as many tours as are
desired. Given four tours, as an example, if it is desired
to include two nev; tours after the existing tour two and one
tour after the existing tour three the user would enter the
vector 2 2 3 with spaces between the integers.
When a tour is no longer desired in the analysis
the TOURDEL function removes the tour from the matrix and
automatically eliminates any billets associated with that
tour in the billet matrix.
The last two changes available are to the billet
structure data. Depending on the type of analysis being per-
formed the user can either change billets according to ship
26

type or tour position. The BILLCHS function inserts new
billets for a specific ship type, i.e., across the columns
of the matrix. The BILLCHT function provides new billets
for a specific tour position. Entry of the change must
again provide a number for each ship in the BILLCHT or each
tour in BILLCHS even if some of the values remain the same.
Upon selection of the SEATOUR option the SUBTOURS
function calculates seatour opportunities. As mentioned in
Section II. A. 2. the seatour opportunities are an array of
ratios of demand vs. supply. They are associated with a tour
position and fiscal year from the start year projected for as
many years as requested. There are four steps in computing
these figures. The matrices of SHIPS and the transpose of
BILLETS are matrix multiplied together to obtain the number
of positions required in each tour per fiscal year. The
solution yields the requirements which form the numerator
of the ratio.
The next two steps determine the number of offi-
cers available to fill the requirements. It has been men-
tioned that the model only accepts officers with the required
years of service to fill a position. Another criterion is
that the officers have a rank commensurate with the tour
position or rank higher than required. Thus a lieutenant
commander cannot fill a command position. To determine the
first criterion the fractional matrix explained in Section
II. A. 2 is computed from the tour position matrix. For each
tour position all years of service are given a percentage
27

multiplier between zero and one inclusive. When multiplied
by the supply of officers the multiplier matrix will yield
only the supply applicable to that tour. As an example, a
department head tour may involve years of service between
seven and ten. It may involve only half of year seven and
all of years eight, nine, and ten. Then the matrix multi-
plier would be 0.5 for Y.O.S. seven, 1.0 for Y.O.S. eight,
nine, and ten and 0.0 for all other Y.O.S. To determine
the second criterion, ranks required for a tour position,
the function INVENTORY finds the lowest rank associated with
a tour by comparing it to the standard promotion schedule of
Appendices B-1 and C, and then adding together all supply
matrices of that rank and higher. To determine officers
available each tour multiplier is applied to its correspond-
ing supply from INVENTORY. The result is a matrix of officers
available for each tour in the projected fiscal years.
Finally, in the fourth step each element of the
requirements is divided by its corresponding element of the
officers available to fill those requirements. As a precaution,
any element of supply equal to zero is changed to one to avoid
dividing by zero. A ratio less than one is the chance of
any one of the available officers drawing a seatour billet,
and a ratio greater than one is an indication that a tour is
undermanned. A result greater than one is changed in the out-





b. Input and Output
To determine the opportunities for a sea tour
there must be information available to the functions as des-
cribed above. The data for the SUBTOURS program is stored in
global variables, which are stored with their name and value
along with the functions each time a workspace is saved. In
APL a variable can have an entire array as its value which
allows parallel computations within a function.
Within the workspace for the SUBTOURS program the
projection of the number of ships per year is held in the
variable SHIPS, tour position's years of service start and
length in years is held in TOURS, the amount of billets per
tour position for each ship type is held in BILLETS, and the
officer stocks for future years is held in SUPPLY. The first
three variables are two dimensional with dimensions as neces-
sary to achieve compatibility in computations. The variable
SUPPLY is three dimensional with each matrix of the array rep-
resenting a specific rank. When the inventory of officers
available for a tour is computed only those matrices (ranks)
that are applicable are used.
If more than one set of data are being analyzed,
as in the submarine officer corps with nuclear and SWS per-
sonnel, the different sets of data can be stored in another
work space and copied onto the SUBTOURS work space. After
copying the data both functions and variables can be stored
again in the same place by issuing a save command. If a
switch of data is desired copying the new work space of
data will eliminate the old variables, and then the new data
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can be saved as above. In this research the independent
work spaces for nuclear and SWS personnel of the officer corps
were named NUC and SWS respectively.
Once the data have been loaded along with the
functions the global variables are duplicated into local
variables immediately upon execution. Local variables, in
APL/ exist only during function run and as such will not
disturb the global variables. Thus data can be manipulated
and results analyzed without altering or losing the original
information.
The library program FORMAT is part of the work
space, formally saved along with functions and variables
directly related to SUBTOURS . Its function is to shape the
output into a neat report format for easier comprehension.
The function of FORMAT performs several tasks to accomplish
this. In addition to spacing and carriage functions it uses
a global variable of the literal names of ship types for
inclusion with the display and changes printed out for the
user. It also allows insertion of literal text with numeric
results for column headings and other data identifiers.
Throughout the program additional information is
required from the user as to which options are desired. The
function calls for two types of information at different times
If a question is asked that must be answered by a literal word
or letter the terminal will merely stop printing and wait for
a response. If numerical information is desired the terminal
will prompt the user with a box character (window) followed
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by a colon. If either type of question is answered with the
incorrect type of character the terminal responds that there
was wrong entry and inquires again for the correct informa-
tion. The one exception to this rule, however, involves
questions that require a yes or no response. Either YES or
Y is accepted as a yes answer. All other characters are
considered a no answer except for no response with a return
of the carriage.
The output of seatour opportunities has one
unique feature. If a value of the ratio is greater than one
this indicates the tour position is undermanned. Rather than
leave it a ratio of demand vs supply the value is inverted
and added to minus one, the absolute value of which is the
percentage the tour is undermanned. In the FORMAT program
this negative value keys a step to put parentheses around
the absolute value. Thus all output in the seatour opportuni-
ties matrix is between zero and one inclusive, and tours
where manpower poses a problem are readily identified from





IV. APPLICATIONS AND ANALYSIS
A. MANPOWER MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS
The manpower manager must use all the tools available to
him/her to adequately plan for the optimal utilization of
personnel under his cognizance. The operation of the SUB-
TOURS model has been presented in Section III. It was design-
ed primarily for use with the submarine officer corps but the
applications of the model may be relevant for some other naval
officer communities as well. To transfer the information of
model operation from a theoretical point of view to practical
applications it is necessary to explain how the program can
be used in analysis of real data, and how it can be used in
planning manpower decisions by experimenting with alternative
policies.
One real advantage to planning by computer modeling is
the savings in time and resources it offers by simulation of
events as opposed to analysis by manipulation and observation
over time of real resources. This second method is often
costly in time, and in some cases cannot be performed for
fear of upsetting the present status quo. A model also as-
sures a higher reliability in the prediction of events than
does direct extrapolation from previous documentation or




1. Billet Adjustments and Ship Requirements
Officer requirements are determined by the number of
positions at sea that must be filled by qualified officers.
A position is created to fulfill a requirement aboard ship,
and the total number of positions required is simply the
number of ships times the number of positions per ship. The
billet requirements that are analyzed in Section IV. B. were
determined from the various ship manning documents (Ref . 7 .
through 12) . Each position is associated with a rank, a
designation, and a navy officer billet code (NOBC) . A review
of the necessity to fill a position must consider both safe
operation of the ship and the likelihood that the billet will
provide the officer assigned to it the necessary training and
experience to gain the skills for advanced development.
The first consideration must include a review of the
ranks and NOBC's assigned to different jobs. If there is
any flexibility without reduction in safety some billets
could be moved to another tour or added (dropped) as neces-
sary to change the total requirements. A billet changed to a
different tour shifts the burden of manpower to a new position
Added (dropped) tours increase (decrease) the manpower load
in only those tours so changed. As can readily be seen a
change over all ship types is much more effective on seatour
opportunities than a change on only one ship type.
The other variable in officer requirements is the
number of ships that are available for manning. While this
variable is more often a constraint on the manpower analyst,
its importance must not be overlooked. The projection of the
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number of ships is made for succeeding fiscal years. Depend-
ing on the trend of acquisition and disposal of hardware,
manpower requirements will vary according to the number of
billets per ship type. If the total number of ships is de-
creasing, but the ships with the highest billet requirements
is increasing, the requirements for manpower may increase.
The model can be used to give the analyst a feel for the
magnitude of the effects on manpower required in a changing
hardware environment, and it can assist in planning for the
manpower needs of the future.
The second consideration in billet changes is the
preparation of the individual officer for further assignment.
This consideration is linked to the applications to tour
positions discussed below but also must be considered in
billet assignments. The number of billets in a given ship
type can determine the eligibility of the officers to move
on to higher positions of increasing complexity. If this
skill can be transferred between ship types then the billets
can also be interchanged. However, if a billet is unique
to a certain specific ship type, then the number of billets
in the tour position below (or junior to) the unique billet
must be sufficient to train officers for future assignment
to that billet.
2. Tour Positions Within the Professional Development Path
The importance of the career development path in the
management of personnel was explained in Section II. The
effects of manipulation on the parameters of the path are
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evident in the values of seatour opportunities. In the model
the parameters of the tour position matrix are the years of
service necessary to obtain a tour and the length of time in
the tour. Also associated with tour assignment is the rank
requirement for each tour position. Because of the nature of
the submarine community the rank required in a tour is com-
mensurate with the normal advancement of officers, so that a
tour that falls within the normal zone for lieutenant com-
mander will normally require a lieutenant commander to fill
the position. Since tours normally fall in a sequence of
steps with few or no alternatives there are no tours that
are considered to be filled by officers with the correct
number of years of service but with lower rank than is nor-
mally found in those years of service. On the other hand,
if a tour position extends into a higher rank, those officers
that are in either rank are included as eligible for that
tour position. For example, the normal advancement from
lieutenant to lieutenant commander is at nine years of
service. (App. B-1) If a tour starts in year seven and goes
to year ten, personnel in both ranks will be considered
eligible for that tour. Even if the tour length is changed
to end before the normal promotion year to the next higher
rank any officer that is advanced early is still eligible
for that tour position.
With the constraint on rank held constant, as dis-
cussed above, the parameters of tour start and length can
be adjusted for analysis of the effect on seatour opportunities,
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or new tours can be assessed as to their feasibility with
respect to the existing tours. Again adjustments must be made
with caution and consideration of the qualifications neces-
sary to fill a tour (e.g., a commanding officer's tour cannot
be lowered below an executive officer's tour since the first
is only possible upon successful completion of the second)
.
Formal training requirements act as constraints on how early
or late a tour can begin. Above all, the requirement to safely
man the ship with officers of requisite knowledge and expe-
rience must play a major role in determining what changes
are possible.
All these things considered the manipulation of tour
positions can proceed. An extension of tour length will
make more officers available to fill a tour but may impact on
other tour positions. If a tour is started earlier more man-
power will be available to fill positions before some frac-
tion leave the system. A tour that is placed later in the
career development path may push a subsequent tour into later
years of service and reduce its manpower supply.
In the model presented in the thesis analysis is per-
formed only on the seatour positions. Time not spent at sea
is considered open space and offers flexibility in movement
of sea tours ahead or back unless they impinge on other sea-
tours. It is realized that unconstrained movement of sea-
tour positions may have important consequences on major
shore duty tours . For this reason any shore duty which is
required or preferred in an officer's career path must be
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considered when performing this type of analysis. Inclusion
of shore billets in the seatour position matrix is discussed
in Section V.B. as an extension to the present model.
Sometimes the analyst may wish to view the effects of
added tours. This may come from a completely new requirement
or a separation of an old requirement into two distinct tours.
When a new tour is added new billets are implicit to the
analysis (in the model they are prompted explicitly) . If
the new tour is an extension of an old one billets can be
shared, and the effect is the same as lengthening the original
tour. If new billets are intended the SEATOUR calculation
will enable the analyst to see if he can fulfill the commit-
ment. In any circumstance, new billets are just another way
to investigate the effect on the manpower system of changes
in the professional development path.
3 . Seatour opportunities - balancing officer requirements
with manpower supply
The ultimate goal of the SUBTOURS computer program is
to calculate the seatour opportunities or shortfalls in the
submarine officer corps. A few of the applications within
the program have been discussed above. However, the final
result is the ratio of officer requirements to manpower supply,
and the numerical value of this ratio can be important in
planning changes in the manpower system. The mechanics of
the calculations were discussed in Section III. A. and B.2.b.,
but the implications of the results can effect the planning
of alternatives. In fact, this is the virtue of an inter-
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active model. Even more than the actual value for each fiscal
year the trend of the values is instructive in deciding which
alternative to choose.
Both positive and negative values are percentages,
the positive value a percentage of the manpower pool that can
fill a seatour position, the negative value a percentage of
positions that are unmanned. The tour position with which
the ratio is related is also important. For tours early in
a career (e.g., division officer) the value of seatour op-
portunities requires a large change in billets or personnel
for a small change in value. However, in later tours it may
be true that the ratio can be effected by a small increase in
personnel, but to get that increase a much larger one must
occur at accessions to account for the loss of personnel as
they advance to the higher positions. As mentioned previously,
the higher tour positions are constrained by time so that the
higher the tour position the earlier the change must occur
in accessions. This comes about due to the fact that man-
power policy in the submarine officer community allows little
or no lateral entry (i.e., officer inputs with seniority upon
entry) because of the unique training of the officer corps
from internal sources (Ref . 2)
.
Observations over a period of years prove that a
change in supply will take a longer time to affect seatour
opportunities than a change in requirements. Thus, the advan-
tage of planning early in the cycle of events is demonstrated
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in the application of the SUBTOURS program to manpower
management applications.
B. ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SUBMARINE FORCE DATA
To demonstrate some of the applications presented in the
previous section actual unclassified data of the submarine
force for fiscal years 1980 through 1986 were used to compute
seatour opportunities with the SUBTOURS model. The data were
changed in thirteen different ways by using the model to
simulate various situations that might require reevaluation
of the current manpower distribution plan, and to offer a
few alternatives to the present career path that could
actually be considered while analyzing the present manpower
system.
The computer output is contained in Appendices D and E
to illustrate what a typical terminal session might look like.
Appendix D contains the output and changes in the nuclear
officer data, and Appendix E is the strategic weapons systems
officer data output. The alternatives considered were chosen
first, to display as many of the model's capabilities as
possible and secondly, to present scenarios that may resemble
changes with which a contemporary analyst would likely experi-
ment. The changes are not actual plans of the Office of CNO
(Manpower/Training OP-13) , but they are offered by the author
as alternatives that might realistically be considered.
Both terms that comprise the seatour opportunities ratio
are considered. Parameters that affect the requirements for
officer positions at sea are manipulated first. These changes
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are often situations that may arise due to factors beyond
the manpower manager's control. In fact, he/she may be
asked to predict the possible consequences of such contem-
plated changes. An example of the type of situation with
which he/she might be faced is presented in the Congressional
Budget Office's Background Paper on the alternatives of our
sea-based strategic forces, primarily alternatives to the
Trident submarine (Ref . 1) . The manager may be tasked with
determining the alternative that can be most efficiently
manned with our present resources.
The second set of parameters that deal with officer
supply, namely the tour position start and length, are
analyzed to attempt to create a more effective career path,
one that will meet the requirements of Section II and Ref. 13.
The discussion in this section will be more meaningful
if referral is made to Appendices D and E to observe the
results of the computations for each change presented.
At the front of Appendices D and E is a printout of the
seatour opportunities as computed from the current data.
These figures should be used as a benchmark with which to
compare the seatour opportunities that resulted when the cur-
rent data were changed in the analyses that follow. Directly
following the current seatour opportunities is a display of
the current data used in the calculation. Most of the changes
that follow are analyzed for the nuclear officer community
since they form the bulk of the submarine population. The
supply of SWS officers was derived from the POPI model
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(Ref. 14) by subtracting the nuclear officer supply from the
total submarine officer supply provided by Ref. 14. Though
this method of SWS supply determination may be somewhat
inaccurate it provides the model with at least a starting
point for analysis and can be refined as a better understand-
ing of the SWS communities makeup is determined.
The results of the seatour opportunities for both com-
munities seem to reflect the present day statistics of man-
power requirements and supply in the submarine force. The
SWS community shows some erratic behavior which is probably
the combined result of inaccurate data and a general shortage
of SWS officers throughout that community. The requirements
for nuclear trained officers compares favorably with the
results of the FY-79 Officer Warfare Study (Table 4 of Ref.
15) . The value of seatour opportunities for senior officers




Change I postulated that the delivery of new
ships was accelerated by one ship for every year so that an
additional ship was added to the inventory above the normal
schedule for every year from 1981 to 1984. Ship types SSN
688 and SSBN (Trident) were selected as the two categories
to demonstrate the accelerated delivery schedule.
The results indicate that the accelerated delivery
schedule stabilizes the seatour opportunities over the years.
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Where the original data prompted seatour opportunities to
decrease in later years (easing the burden on the executive
officer and commanding officer tour positions) the new ships
kept the ratios approximately constant.
Change II was the opposite of change I. The sched-
ule of deliveries was slowed by one ship each year. Addition-
ally, ship type one, SSN 578, had some units decommissioned
in 1982 and 1984. The trend in seatour opportunities this
time was a decrease in later years. However, the critical
year of 1982 is still far short of personnel in the executive
officer position.
b. Billet Structure
Change III examines what the seatour opportunities
would be if the billet structure was similar to the structure
in the FY-79 Officer Warfare Study (Ref . 15) , division offi-
cer billets were transferred to the department head tour.
Since Ref. 15 distinguishes between Polaris/Trident and
Poseidon SSBN billets the billets-ships variable was changed.
(outside the model) to account for the two ship types sep-
arately. SSBN 1 is the designation for Polaris/Trident and
SSBN 2 is the designation for Poseidon.
Filling the department head tour with three
billets on SSN ship types results in seatour opportunities
that are close to one, providing little slack in manpower
distribution. At the same time, the seatour opportunities
in the division officer tour are decreased indicating that




Change IV involves both nuclear and SWS officers
aboard the fleet ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) and is
part of both appendices. The SSBN is manned by two complete
crews and as such requires normal billets of the ship man-
ning documents (Refs. 7 through 12) to be doubled in the
model. Normally, the SWS officers fill two division officer
billets on both crews of an SSBN and the navigator position
on one crew (the navigator tour is in the department head
tour of the nuclear community) . To reduce the deficit of SWS
officers in the division officer and navigator tours two
billets (one for each crew) in the division officer tour and
one billet on Poseidon class ships from the navigator tour
were transferred from the SWS model to the nuclear officer
model. As might be expected, the SWS community showed very
few undermanned tour positions as a result of the change.
The nuclear department head tour, however, became undermanned
Change V illustrates what the seatour opportuni-
ties would be if all SWS positions on the SSBN ship type
were transferred to the nuclear community. Clearly this
change and Change IV prove that more planning must be done
to fill the SSBN tour position than merely shifting billets
from one community to the other.
Change VI was designed to demonstrate how the
analyst would handle the problem of changing the billet struc-
ture over time. Since the model does not do this automatic-
ally it must be manipulated manually. The change postulated
that billets would increase in FY 1984 in the department
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head tour (tour two) by one billet (except for the SSN 597
and SSN 688) . The analysis is performed by comparing the
original seatour opportunities for 1980 through 1983 with
the seatour opportunities of the changed data for 1984
through 1986 and ignoring the years 1980-83 in this output.
The final billet change. Change VII , was com-
puted to observe the effects of adding small numbers of bil-
lets to two differently populated tours. Two billets were
added to the division officer tour (e.g., training billets)
and to the major command tour. As expected, the seatour
opportunities of tour one increased by only thirty percent
while the major command seatour opportunities almost doubled.
2. Officer Supply
Since the model does not presently allow changes to
the officer supply the only means of providing personnel to
fill a billet is by manipulation of the tour position matrix.
This actually simulates the manpower manager's situation who
is not in a position to affect the officer supply except by
such changes in tour position and length.
a. Tour Positions
Both Change VIII and Change IX were directed at
eliminating the shortage of officers in the executive officer
(XO) and commanding officer (CO) billets. Change VIII
lengthened tour positions three and four by one year. This
had the effect of eliminating the shore duty between the XO
and CO tours. Change IX moved tours three and four back one
and a half years earlier and eliminated the shore tour
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between department head and XO. The first alteration had a
greater effect at eliminating the shortages in the XO and CO
tour positions. All but the last three fiscal years have
positive seatour opportunities and in the last three years the
shortages are significantly reduced. The added year in these
tours made an additional year group of officers available for
them and was significantly more effective than trying to take
advantage of personnel earlier in their careers (Change IX)
.
Change X was a demonstration of the tour adding
capability of the model, and it was also intended to show
the seatour opportunities related to an earlier submarine
career path of a split tour of two years apiece for the
division officer. Since the division officer's total tour
was lengthened to four years the department head tour (now
tour three) was moved forward one year to retain the shore
tour between the division officer and department head tours
and the latter lengthened by one half year to account for the
decrease in officer stocks due to its later position.
The results show both division officer tours to
have slightly decreased seatour opportunities most likely
from the increased total length of the two tours . The depart-
ment head tour had increased seatour opportunities even with
the added half year, most likely caused by pushing the tour
past the end of an officer's initial obligation, at a time
when officer stocks significantly decrease.
Change XI was an extension of the previous change
and was computed with the XO and CO tour pushed later and
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lengthened to retain the shore tour between the department
head and XO tours. The lengthening of the XO and CO tours
eliminated shore duty between these two tours. All that was
achieved by this change was a decrease of the shortages in
the XO and CO tours as compared to the effects of Change X.
b. Multiple Career Paths
Change XII is an illustration of the procedure
necessary for the present model to deal with the problem of
multiple career paths, which is discussed in more detail as
an extension to the model in Section V. The career path
that was analyzed is shown in Appendix B-2 as an alternative
to the normal professional development path of a nuclear sub-
marine officer. The XO tour is evenly divided among per-
sonnel who assume the billet directly after a department head
tour and personnel who have two years of shore duty before
filling an XO billet. The CO billet is accordingly adjusted
to give the personnel that did not go to shore duty after
the department head tour two years of shore duty between
XO and CO tours. The others who had shore duty after the
department head tour go on to a CO billet after finishing
the XO tour. The space of nine months shown as shore duty
in the career path is the required prospective commanding
officer's school prior to assuming command (Ref. 13).
To accommodate the model the analyst must deter-
mine a single start time and length for the two non-coincident
tours. To arrive at a reasonable estimation the start times
and lengths are averaged between the two separate paths to
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obtain common parameters. If the distribution of people
going to separate paths are not equal, as was the case in
this example, the average would be weighted by the proportion
of people following each career path. The adjusted parameters
used in the model are shown in Appendix B-2 by the broken
lines across the seatour positions. The results of the com-
putation show a fairly uniform distribution of personnel
across all tours.
Change XIII was made with the same altered career
path to eliminate the shortage of officers that remained in
the CO tour position by lengthening that tour by one half
year. The result was to eliminate the shortages in 1982 and
1983, but a shortage still remains in years thereafter. To





V. LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL
A. ASSUMPTIONS AND CONCURRENT LIMITATIONS
Inherent in any modeling process is a simplification of
real life data so that the information can be organized in a
structure suitable for calculation. This is necessary to
keep the model from becoming a disorderly array of exceptions
to the rules that govern the model . At the same time it must
be complete enough not to be misleading. It is up to the
designer to formulate assumptions that simulate reality as
closely as possible yet are easily understood in the results.
Seatour opportunities form a basis for analysis of the
officer professional development path. It is the ultimate
goal of a manpower manager to plan a path to be followed as
closely as possible by the entire community/ though there
will be exceptions. The computation of the ratio of demand
to supply assumes that all personnel follow the career
.
development path exactly as designed. Coincident with this
assumption is the assumption that only those officers with
years of service matching the tour position parameters are
available to fill requirements.
If a tour position starts or ends in the middle of a
specific year of service the number of officers available to
serve in that tour position, with years of service equal to
the year in which the tour starts (ends) , is equal to the
total number of officers in that year group times the frac-
tion of a year spent in the tour position. In reality, by
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the model's assumption that all officers follow the same
career path, all officers in that year group are available to
serve in that tour, but serve only for the fraction of the
year that encompasses the tour. Of course, the value of the
total officer supply available is the same in either case.
The mechanics of supply determination were outlined in
Section III.B.2.b. The underlying assumption that allows us
to choose only those officers with a rank at or above the
normal rank in that tour position is that due to the straight-
forward nature of the submarine professional development path
(i.e., qualifications for a tour are primarily dependent on
successful completion of the previous tour) each tour is
positioned at a time in an officer's career that is most
advantageous to the qualifications required for that position,
By accepting this assumption reorganization of tour positions
is made more restrictive. For example, the commanding offi-
cer's tour cannot be moved to a time earlier than fifteen
years of service (see Appendix B-1) . Otherwise the model
would include lieutenant commanders that were not accepted
for promotion but are counted in the inventory. Similarly,
a tour that gets pushed forward to a later time may pick up
inventory that would not normally fill that tour.
Each tour position starts at the same time in a specific
year of service for all ships in the model. Since officers'
year group is linked to the fiscal year this assumes that
each tour is renewed at the same time each year. But due to
ships schedules and different needs it is not possible to
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make each tour start and length on every ship coincident.
This limitation is not considered too restrictive because
on the large scale of all ships the times will average out.
Also, this inaccuracy is not important to the manpower man-
ager for planning purposes.
If two tours happen to exist side by side in the tour
position matrix and have the same start and length para-
meters, the model will determine the total requirements for
both tours and will compare that to the total supply avail-
able for the period of the tours. However, the model will
not account for coincident tours with different start or
length parameters. The common parameters must be determined
manually outside the model. One possible remedy to this
shortcoming can be found by averaging the two unequal para-
meters (either start or length) and weighting that average
by the ratio of positions required for each tour. An example
of this calculation is contained in the analysis of current
supply data Section IV. B. I.e. (Changes XII and XIII)
.
The supply of officers in the model is obtained from an
outside activity (Ref. 14) and as such is not presently
subject to change. As will be explained in the following
section variable changes in the supply of officers could
prove to be useful in the analysis. Officer stocks are fixed
in the variable SUPPLY and can only be adjusted by reassign-
ing values to elements of the array outside the program
function. Though this restraint limits the effects of a
change in accession policy, the model remains accurate for
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several years of analysis, since these changes are slow to
impact on the final calculation of seatour opportunities.
Since little or no lateral entry is assumed in manpower flow
of the officer corps a change in accessions would not be felt
for several years in the later (and often more critical) tour
positions. It is also anticipated that an updated version
of the supply of officers will continue to be made available
from the same source as before.
Billets in a tour position are allocated according to
ship type. When requirements are determined the value varies
according to the number of ships per type over the fiscal
years that are analyzed. It is assumed that the number of
billets per ship type will not vary over time. While this
assumption is probably valid, an analyst may want to examine
the effect of changing billets over time, such as a ship with
new mission requirements. This can be accomplished, but it
requires the model to run for each new set of circumstances.
If the number of years analyzed is large enough, the years
for which the billet structure does not apply can be ignored.
Implicit with the above assumption is the limitation on
the way fiscal years are handled. If some information is
changed in the model it would be convenient to eliminate
those years that do not apply. The model is arranged to
analyze only the number of fiscal years desired but must
always start with the first year of data supplied, i.e., the
user must enter the model at the first fiscal year. From




B. EXTENSIONS FOR INCREASED SENSITIVITY
The limitations presented above are considered no hind-
rance to careful analyses of seatour opportunities in the
submarine force, but improvement is always possible on any
model to bring it closer to reality. Possible extensions
are suggested to remove some of the limitations or refine
the assumptions and increase the model's usefulness and
versatility. However, it must be kept in mind that a model
cannot grow out of bounds or it will lose the purpose for
which it was originally intended.
There are three types of improvements that can be made
to an interactive computer model: in the mechanics of the
program that save computer and user time and effort; by a
refinement of the assumptions to add realism; and by provid-
ing a broader scope to encompass a wider range of problems
that enable the user to find better solutions to an inte-
grated manpower system.
With regards to the mechanics of the SUBTOURS model there
are always many cosmetic changes that can be employed to suit
the user in the way the program displays and changes data,
or in the quality control of input. The model could be
changed to accept any fiscal year as the beginning year as
long as there is data to support it. A user could then ex-
clude years at the beginning of the data as well as the end.
Also, a rearrangement of branching sequences could allow the
user the choice of correcting any mistakes in the input to
changes to the tour position matrix or let the program do
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it automatically as it does now. The assignment of ranks
required for a tour position could be made more explicit so
that the officers available would be more precisely deter-
mined, rather than by the normal promotion path.
The second type of improvement is a refinement of the
assumptions. The SUBTOURS model assumes that all officers
enter a tour at a specific time in their years of service,
and that they follow only one path. This was dealt with in
Section III.B.2.b. in Changes XII and XIII (multiple career
paths) but it could be refined even further. Both officer
assignment variables and officer supply fluctuations (such
as changes in continuation rates due to changes in tour
positions) could be written into the program for further
depth in analysis. For example, how will a change in acces-
sions help fill the gaps created by new ship building or a
billet structure change.
The third extension to the model can vary as widely as
there are ideas for different alternative ways of managing
manpower. The SUBTOURS model looks only at opportunities
for assignment to sea. Also important are the positions
manned ashore. While billet information is less tangible
in the shore area due to the large variability in jobs and
the qualifications to man them, the model could be construct-
ed to accept these positions just the same as a position on
board a ship
Equally as feasible as adding shore billets the model can
be adapted to be used by all communities. This capability is
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already being formulated (Ref. 5) and will provide manpower
planners with consistent results between communities.
Finally, one possible use for a planning model such as
this one could be in the training of manpower managers. Not
only can it help the analyst understand his problem and offer
solutions to them, but it would serve as a basis for under-
standing generally how some manpower systems work and the
parameters that affect the utilization of manpower. Given
a problem and a set of constraints to be followed the student
can learn what changes he can make to solve the problem and
gain better insight into the sensitivity of the parameters
that affect manpower planning.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Traditionally, the job of manpower distribution has been
reactive in nature. Only when a shortage of personnel was
realized would action to correct the problem be taken. Now,
more than ever, it is increasingly apparent that the manpower
manager must plan ahead of time to be able to make adjustments
before a problem makes it necessary. Planning always involves
an element of forecasting the conditions that may prevail in
the future and is therefore subject to inaccuracies.
Yet, with the assistance of modelling the manager can
analyze different situations and prepare himself/herself for
a change in requirements of manpower allocation before it
takes him/her by surprise.
Of significant value in modelling is the ability to
experiment with different strategies by merely changing input.
It is not only inexpensive but less time consuming to manage
manpower in this way. Experimentation by fluctuating the
flow of actual manpower resources to billet positions and
observing the results can be frustrating and inconclusive.
An analysis of the results of the model can indicate trends
in manpower flows and stocks. The results can also be used
to prompt corrections to eminent decisions based on new
information that crops up during planning.
The SUBTOURS model computer program shows how an inter-
active system can be designed for integration into the man-
power planning process. The program was constructed with
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the objective of automating a portion of the calculations that
would require tedious repetition of arithmetic computations
if otherwise performed manually. When the data from each
ship, billet and tour position are combined to represent the
force structure, the volume of information is prohibitive to
performing the type of calculations that the model can easily
accommodate. Thus, analysis that would otherwise be ignored
due to its immensely time consuming nature, can be considered
for its value in assisting the planning of manpower allocations
In addition to the model mechanics a brief analysis of
current submarine officer data was explored in order to show
ways in which the model can be used as a planning tool. The
accuracy of the model depends on the input information, but
projections into the future are often, at best, estimates of
what will eventually occur. In general, the results of the
calculations must be read with the knowledge that the figures
are primarily useful as indications of a trend and should not
be viewed as precise predictions about the future.
As in any area of research the SUBTOURS model cannot
begin to cover all aspects of manpower distribution planning.
It is entirely possible that there still exist some inaccura-
cies in the model's ability to manipulate the data that were
explored in this thesis and the model does not pretend to
present a comprehensive plan of the submarine officers' pro-
fessional development path. However, with the demonstration
that the model does approximate realistic situations as cur-
rently evidenced in the submarine force (Section IV. B.) it is
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recommended that the ideas basic to the model be investigated
further for future application to manpower management prob-
lems.
Specifically it is recommended that investigation concen-
trate on the following areas:
1. The reliability of the model to predict with reason-
able accuracy the projected manpower strengths in seatour
positions.
2. Integration of shore duty billets in the model will
provide a more complete and accurate picture of the require-
ments for manpower distribution.
3. Some of the methodology of the submarine model is
likely to be valuable in other officer communities.
4. The ability to analyze multiple career paths will
refine the sensitivity of the model to changes in manpower
distribution policy.
5. An option of changing the stock of officers to account
for changes in continuation rates of officers due to adjust-
ments in tour length, increases in accession rates, or changes
in the environment of the community would enhance the realism
of the model and offer the analyst another parameter with
which he can experiment to determine the most feasible solu-
tion to his problem.
Unquestionably, the Navy must be equipped with advanced
tools to assist in the planning of manpower distribution if
it is to make effective use of the manpower resources that
are available. The tools cannot be so sophisticated that
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managers are reluctant to use them, but they must be compre-
hensive enough to provide information that is useful but un-
available from another source. Manpower resources differ from
hardware resources in that hardware if used ineffectively will
still remain part of the Navy ' a assets, though with limited
productivity. Manpower resources have a tendency to leave
the system if not assigned productively.
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APPENDIX A - FLOW CHART
DATA INITIALIZATION AND INSTRUCTIONS
ALTER CALCULATE
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